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Only four started in the 120-yd hurdle, so only one heat was necessary. The finish was very close. Ovington, '05, who started scratch, ran a good race, and was only one yard behind Harrington, '05.

Of the entries in the 220-yard hurdles, only four started. The event was sharply contested. Captain Lindley held the lead from start to finish. Buckingham, '06, fell within fifty yards from the finish, leaving Ovington and Albou to contest second and third places.

The hammer throw had three entries. The men had trouble keeping the hammer from the ground before the throw. Practice should eliminate this however. Lindley showed good form in his throw except for this trouble.

Six men contested in the shot put. Considering that this is the beginning of the season and the men have not had much opportunity to train, the work was very good.

The high-jump was as good as expected, there being fifteen entries. There was a tie for first place. The men showed good form, and considering that only three were entered, it was a really good showing.

The field was rough for the hammer throw had three entries. Ovington led, followed by Guernsey, who tied for first place, with a one-yard lead over his two competitors. The hammer throw had three entries. The men showed good form, and there ought to be good material in this event next spring.

The pole vault dropped somewhat considering that only three were entered. Lack of training was very noticeable. Ovington and Leavell tied for first place.

The discus-throw developed nothing very interesting. Lindley was the victor from his two competitors by a throw of 95 feet 1 inch. The throws were all short.

A rather bad showing was made in the broad jump, none of the men making more than 18 feet actual jump. All had trouble on the take-off. Summary:

120-yard Hurdle:

45 yards Sprint:
First Place—Richardson, 7 yds.; Richards, 7 yds. Second Place—Wentworth, 8 yds.; Richards, 8 yds.